Registration Caps / RSCC Academic Festival

Art
Four entries per event (8 events). We recommend each school have a runoff competition and send their top four competitors in each event.

Biology
Comprehensive Biology Exam, PB-801, is limited to two students per school or any student who is scheduled to take the Advanced Placement Exam in Biology in April or May.

Business Skills
Limits: Each school is limited to two entries/teams per event. We recommend each school have a runoff competition and send its top two competitors.

WWW Programming
Teams consist of one to four students. Teams of two to four people MUST HAVE a team name and must complete a Group Identification Form (paper only) to submit along with individual registrations (online only).

Chemistry
STUDENTS REGISTERED FOR CHEMISTRY ARE NOT ALLOWED TO COMPETE IN THE COLLEGE BOWL, OR HISTORY BOWL OR ANY OTHER DAY-OF EVENT.
Limits:
1. Events NE-021, one team per school (two students per team)
2. Events PE-022, two teams per school (four students per team)
3. Event 023, 4 individual entries per school

Creative Writing
Schools are limited to three entries per pre-judged event and two entries for day-of-performance events.

Dance
None

French
Native speakers of French are not eligible for this competition.
Schools are limited to a maximum of four entries per level. One video counts as one entry.
Spanish
Schools may send only three entries per school in any combination (i.e. one individual and two groups or two individuals and one group, etc.). There is a maximum cap of five students per group.

History
STUDENTS REGISTERED FOR THE HISTORY BOWL ARE NOT ALLOWED TO COMPETE IN THE COLLEGE BOWL OR ANY OTHER DAY-OF EVENT.
Limits:
1. The History Bowl is limited to two teams per school. Each team must have four members.
2. History Bowl Teams may register a substitute in case a team member is absent the day of the festival.

Journalism
None

Math/Science
STUDENTS REGISTERED FOR THE COLLEGE BOWL ARE NOT ALLOWED TO COMPETE IN THE HISTORY BOWL OR ANY OTHER DAY-OF EVENT.
Limits:
1. PP-040 - The Math/Physics College Bowl Competition is limited to two teams per school.
2. PP-041 - Calculator Olympics is limited to three individuals per school.
3. College Bowl Teams may register a substitute in case a team member is absent the day of the festival.

Music
Solo Event Limits
• A student may not submit more than one entry in any category.

Group Event Limits
• An ensemble may not submit more than one entry in any category.

Speech & Theatre
Each school may only send three individuals for Acting-Solo, PS-701 and three groups for Acting-Dual PS-702. We recommend each school have a runoff competition and send their top three competitors. All other Speech & Theatre events, no limits.